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BOOST SERVICE BLUEPRINT
ACTIVITIES

KIT

SITE

MOBILE

SPACES

PROJECT TEAM

Paper Chain
Wipe the Slate Clean (WSC) Session
Parent Mask Fixation

Introduction Pack
Visual Story Cards
Friendship Book
Badges
Wish List

Personal Account
–Boost Booth Photo Gallery
–Postcard Gallery
–Online Support Network
–Settings (Daily Tips)

Daily Tips

Boost Booth
–Photo/Postcards
–Digital Frame
Boost Line
–Breathing Ball

Karey Helms, Jetti Stykow, Jessica Williams
MA IxD, Umeå Institute of Design. 2013
SPONSORED BY
BarnCancer Fonden

INTRODUCTION

TREATMENT PREPARATION
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RADIOTHERAPY (RT) TREATMENT
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Parent/s view their
child on the boost line
monitor and utilise the
breathing ball (haptic
communication
device) to comfort
their child and
encourage a calm
pace of breathing.

Staff & parent/s
regularly award the
child badges for their
personal and medical
milestones.

Family uses the kit
assets to remember
and discuss their
treatment experience.

Parent/s assist their
child to write/design
their photo/postcard
within the booth.

Parent/s use the
assets produced in the
booth to track their
child’s emotions.

Parent/s (and
teenagers) reflect on
their experiences and
offer their tried-andtested daily tips for
future families.

Family send a photo/
postcard to friends/
relatives each day,
and publish an image
to the digital photo
frame given to
a close relative.

Family experiences
the process treatment
together.

Photo/postcards and
digital photo uploads
maintain connections
outside the hospital
and are used to
discuss progress with
their personal support
network.

Family uses the kit
assets to retell the
treatment experience.

Online postcard
service prints and
sends photo cards to
the selected friends/
relatives each day.

The breathing (ball)
strap worn by a
parent detects their
breathing pattern and
translates it into the
behaviour of the ball
(held by the child).

Records the badge
achievement type in
the boost database.

Receives and stores
the shared daily tips
offered by the family.
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POST-TREATMENT
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PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
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Family makes a
paper chain together,
writing the names of
their closest friends/
relatives and their
hospital support team
on each of the links.

Parent/s reflect
on their previous
experiences/opinions
regarding cancer,
gathering any relevant
documentation to
share with their
hospital support team.

Doctor encourages
family to create a
paper chain and
hang it in the ward
alongside the paper
chains made by
previous families.

Family openly
discusses ‘what cancer
means’ to them with
their personal support
network. Parent/s
explain the condition
using the visual story.

Parent/s (and
teenagers) receive
their first personal
daily tips (subject:
normality) on their
chosen mobile device.

Child draws/writes a
medical procedure
wish list (assisted
by their parent/s)
including the roles
they would like their
parent/s to adopt.

Parent/s learn
about Radiotherapy
Treatment (RT) on a
child’s level via the
visual story given
by the doctor, and
experiences the
prep procedures for
themselves.

Parent/s consider a
rewarding activity for
their child.

One parent receives
the mask-fixation
before their child
and lies on the LA
machine during
the demonstration
to experience the
procedure from a
patient’s perspective.

Parent/s consider their
regular routines and
actively maintain them.

Parent/s assist staff to
prepare their child for
the CT scan according
the role/s assigned in
their child’s wish list.

Family views the 3D
simulation of the tumour
and the treatment plan.

Family practices sitting
still in the booth to
activate the camera.
Virtual features are
unlocked with the
child’s badge awards.
Parent/s adopt their
role/s according to the
wish list.
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Parent/s use the visual
story cards to retell the
diagnosis to their child.

Parent/s (and
teenagers) discuss
their preconceptions
with the doctor, to
unburden themselves
from falsities and
insecurities. After,
they create a personal
account on the site.

REFLECT
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Parent/s receive the
diagnosis, then have
it repeated on a child’s
level via a visual story
given by the doctor to
the child. After, they
receive their personal
(age specific) kit.

Family visits the
treatment spaces and
explore the facilities.
They take a photo in
the booth and decide
who to send a photo/
postcard to, and who
to give a digital frame.

Family connects with
their personal support
network and engage
in enjoyable familiar
activities.

Family takes each of
their masks home to
practice lying still in
familiar surroundings.
They share the tumour
simulation with close
friends/relatives.

LINE OF VISIBILITY

BACK STAGE STAFF
Play Therapist cares for
child whilst parent/s
receive the diagnosis.

OCUS

Target planning,
Dose planning,
and Calculation.

Play Therapist cares
for child during the
WSC session.

SUPPORTING SYSTEM
Personal account
created to provide
appropriately curated
digital services
throughout treatment.

Sends first personal
daily tips (subject:
normality) to selected
mobile devices and
records any feedback.

Sends personal
daily tips (subject:
celebration) to
selected mobile
devices and records
any feedback.

Online postcard
service sends the
family photo/postcard
to the selected
receiver. An image
is uploaded to the
digital frame.

Sends personal daily
tips (subject: teach &
learn) and records any
feedback.

Sends personal daily
tips (subject: shared
experiences) and
records any feedback.

Filters the shared
experiences for similar
families undergoing
treatment in the future.

